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IT’S probably fair to say Bruce
Young and Craig Allen aren’t the
best of buddies.
The Member for Keppel and
prominent Rockhampton unionist
have exchanged strong views this
past week through the pages of
The Morning Bulletin.
The pair should be commended
for their passionate vision to
develop the region.
Though these views differ, both
parties are interested in making a
better place for our region’s
residents to live in the long term.
Historically the organisations

they represent have played
important roles in making CQ a
great place to be.
The dynamics and balance of
power between these
organisations has shifted regularly
though the years.
Their battle of ideas is an

example of how people with strong
opinions can put them forward and
engage the community. I’m sure
those who read the reports would
have their own thoughts on the
best path ahead.
Unfortunately not everyone
plays by what’s fair when it comes
to having a say.
Technology has presented more
opportunities for us all to express
our thoughts these days.
This is a good thing. The
Bulletin, as a vehicle for
communication and a drive to
make the community a better
place, enables everyone to have
their say.
Whether that’s through a letter
to the editor, online or SMS we love
hearing your thoughts. Please do
so in a respectful manner.
That way we can all continue to

have our say in making this great
region a better place.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Fitzroy River is
food for thought
IN reference to an article in (MB
9/9/13) headed “More strokes at 65
than rest of the country”, it would
appear that this matter should be
investigated very thoroughly due to
the following factors:
1. The Fitzroy River catchment

area is reported to be the second
largest catchment in Australia.
2. In that case, the water im-

pounded for reticulation purposes
in the Fitzroy system, would be
subjected to high levels of contam-
ination by toxic chemicals from
industry within that catchment
area.
3. Two of the chemicals which

come to mind are the insecticides
chlorinated hydro-carbons and
organic phosphates: both of the
above, or similar, have been used
for years in cropping, cattle dips
and blowfly control in wool growing

areas.
4. On an even wider basis, wheat

is also sprayed with these chem-
icals to control weevils, which we
ingest when eating flour based
foods.
5. Food for thought?

■ Alexander J. Pearson,
Kawana

Dog owners need
to share parkland
TO THE rude couple with their two

large dogs and medium dog who
often have them off the lead in the
McLeod Park in the afternoons, you
are 100% unfair when it comes to
sharing the parks grounds.
My mother was able to take our

dog walking in the afternoons and
not worry about others as they do
the decent thing and put thei dogs
back on their leads or yell out and
say he/she is harmless.
My poor mother is terrified to

take our dog for a walk in the park
in case your three dogs are danger-
ous and attack our dog which, I
must say, is the biggest sook there
is.
How about you be fair to others

and when there are other dogs in
the park you do the right thing and
put them all on their leads instead
of just walking on and not thinking.
My mother does the right thing

and puts our dog back on the lead,
you should follow suit when other
dogs are in the same area.

I would suggest to others who
also use this park, and who are
unsure if their own dog/s could turn
on another dog, I would ask kindly
if you could make sure that your
dog is on its lead so that no one has
to be frightened by others.
■ Cassie
Berserker

Schools failing
our young people
THE streets are full of them. Young
people who have no jobs, looking
for something to do or in some
cases getting into trouble because
they are bored.
Young men and girls that have
very little money and not much in
the way of futures.
Why? Well the education system
in some cases has let them down.
These are the children that were not
academically bright but still had

.

❝
Mymother
does the

right thing and puts
our dog back on the
lead, you should
follow suit.

See the Bully next week for Christine Mckee’s

Opinion

WHEN the Fitzroy River is in flood and
some 150 metres wide and 10 metres
deep the speed of flow around 2.5
metres per second equates to around
4000 cubic metres per second, which is
four million litres every second. The
flow from bends and siltation in the
river means the water spreads far and
wide into the low-lying areas.
For many years there has been talk
of a massive dam up-river at some
placed called “the gap” and in that
location could be used to regulate the
flow from further upstream so that the
flow through Rockhampton could be
reduced to say one half of the above
mentioned flow and reduce a major

flood to a medium flood, the flow from
the dam being controlled according to
the circumstances on a daily basis.
Such a dam would need to be kept

low enough to accept a deluge from
upstream at any time and to have the
ability to release large volumes of
water.
The proposed Depot Hill levee may

cause a slight rise elsewhere and is
costed in the millions of dollars.
I wonder whether that money would

have more effective long term benefits
if used to build a dam as mentioned
above?
W. Thaw,
Rockhampton

UPRIVER OUTLOOK: W. Thaw feels a big dam
upstream from Rockhampton would be a better flood
mitigation measure than a levee around Depot Hill.
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FLOODMITIGATION

Is dam up river an option?

I AM always amazed at the
weight people put on wealth, or
assumed wealth, as a measure of
how good, competent or worthy
others are. “He’s of independent
means”, people say in hushed
tones, or more regularly,
implying “buying this or that” is
certain evidence of astute
business acumen or even
statesmanship.
Many people have made money
from working hard, but there are
plenty too, for whom broader
concerns do not come naturally.
The political class can work for

the common good or make money
through organising things as
benefits them solely.
Another group, larger than you
think, simply believes its okay to
cheat and steal. Others enjoy the
legacy of intergenerational
wealth.
What does it do for society if
people assess the contribution
and abilities of others simply on
the basis of perceived wealth?
There is a lot to be said for
entrepreneurialism, but without
discipline it is reduced to
gambling – ask Tinkler or Bond.
Seemingly fromWal King down,
there are many wealthy
Leighton’s (ex) executives, but
what cost is their apparent
ignorance of higher values? A
substantial inheritance can be

built on, or squandered, but it is
not news to observe that alone, it
says nothing about the recipient.
And what of stealing – in all it’s
forms? Do we respect someone
who builds a competing business
on work time, or spends all their
work day writing a
self-promoting blog?
Love of (rather than respect
for) money means we are at risk
of automatically placing
compromised people in positions

of leadership and trust.
So now to Clive Palmer in the

Senate. The Greens reek of the
capture of policy for their own
ends, and are entrenched in a
socialist agenda, not looking after
trees. Right now the Labor Party
is a party to represent union
interests – a travesty considering
widespread support for many of
its underlying values. The
reduction of LNP policy to
three-word grabs (Stop the
boats), signals a party that is
more Nationalist than Liberal, a
philosophical position much
closer to current Labor than you
may think. Perhaps Clive’s
practicality is the right thing for
the times. It is however, not his
money that will determine
whether or not “it’s a revolution”.

Money talks in politics
.

❝
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placing
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